Session Four - Dealing with feelings
Introduction
How we feel about a situation plays a huge
part in how we then respond to it. At times
we will all, to a greater or lesser extent, feel
overwhelmed by our emotions. This may be
because of a traumatic life event, a difficult
situation at home or at work, or because we
have an ongoing mental health problem. It
can be really helpful to learn ways to cope
with strong emotional responses, in order that
they do not become so overwhelming that we
struggle with normal activities of living.
There are many examples of strong emotions
in the Bible. Sometimes it is presented
as a bad thing, but often it is not. David
understood the emotional aspect of
music and so played to soothe King Saul’s
melancholy and ire; in the book of Psalms
the writer often expresses misery, anger or
despair; Jesus displayed anger and disgust
at the money changers in the temple, and
desperate anguish as he prayed in the garden
of Gethsemane.
God gave us our capacity to feel and to
express emotions. But sometimes they get us
into difficulties.

Come to me, all you who are weary
and burdened, and I will give you
rest. Take my yoke upon you and
learn from me, for I am gentle and
humble in heart, and you will find
rest for your souls. For my yoke is
easy and my burden is light.
(Matthew 11, 28-30)

Dealing with feelings
Being emotional is a good thing, with
our feelings often giving us guidance on
what’s right or wrong, good or bad. But
sometimes our feelings are too strong, or are
inappropriate to the situation, or are negative
or destructive. At those times it is important
that we learn to PACIFY ourselves:
Push away
Activities
Contributing
Imagining
Feelings
Yes or no
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Activities

Push away
Pushing away from a situation can be
done either by leaving it physically, or by
blocking it out in the mind. It can help to
imagine putting the feelings into a box
and up on a high shelf just for a little
while. Leaving the situation decreases
contact with the emotion associated
with it. This can be really useful in an
emergency, but it shouldn’t be over-used
or allowed to turn into avoidance. If you
are needing to use this technique regularly
for similar situations, then other strategies
should be considered as it will be doing
little to enhance your coping skills. A
really great way to push away is to pray
a simple ‘arrow prayer’ along the lines of
“Lord, help me to experience this situation
differently”. Talking to someone about
how we feel can be a way of reducing its
intensity, ‘transferring’ some of the bad
feelings to someone else, but we must
make sure that they are willing and able
for us to do this. Usually this will be to a
trusted friend or a counsellor. Christians
can always use prayer here, offloading to
the ‘Wonderful Counsellor’.

Activities can distract attention. By doing
something different you can distract
your mind in the short-term away from
the situation. Develop a hobby such as
gardening, reading, or exercising, which
you can engage in by focussing only on
that thing (remember “one thing at a
time” from session 2). Engaging in half an
hour of exercise can also help by generally
improving your outlook. Again, don’t let
this turn into avoidance. The situation will
need to be revisited when the emotion
has subsided.

Contributing
This helps to refocus the attention from
the self to what you can do for others. It
can also increase one’s sense of meaning
and purpose. Jesus instructed us to love
not only our neighbours but our enemies,
too. One way of contributing can be
to compare yourself with someone less
fortunate than you, and whilst giving
thanks that your situation isn’t as bad as
it could be, try to find a way to improve
the situation of the person you have
compared yourself to. If you feel that the
only person in your life that you never
contribute to is yourself, then now is the
time to do it; treat yourself to a break or
buy yourself some flowers or something.
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Imagining

Yes and no

Introduce thoughts that are unrelated
to the situation, or create an image of a
situation that is not like the one you are
in — perhaps an image that has a really
positive meaning to you. It can also help
to imagine the situation as you would like
it to be resolved. Johnny Wilkinson, the
England Rugby player, used this technique
to imagine the ball going through the
posts before he took a kick and it is now
commonly used in that way by others.

This is about trying to gain a sense of
perspective by exploring the different
aspects of a situation. Try weighing up the
pros and cons of doing something with
the pros and cons of not doing it by using
a grid like this:
Pros
(for)

Cons
(against)

Doing X

Not doing X

Feelings
Create different feelings and sensations,
perhaps by playing some emotional
music or watching a funny film. Creating
opposite feelings is often helpful, but
sometimes so is creating a feeling which
is similar to where you are as a means of
identifying with another who has felt the
same way. Alternatively, try thinking in
terms of your five senses; vision, hearing,
smell, taste and touch. Examples of each
of these could be to look at something
beautiful, to listen to a bird singing, to
light an incense stick, to eat some high
quality ice cream, or to ask someone to
give you a massage. Really strong but
harmless sensations can be created by
having a hot or cold shower, holding
ice cubes in your hand, or by wearing
an elastic band round your wrist and by
flicking it onto the inside of your wrist
occasionally. Exercise is also good to do
as it affects our brain chemistry positively,
making us more likely to feel good.

This technique can be used to help you
to decide whether to put up with the
way that you are feeling or to take action
to change it.
Sometimes when we write things down
in this way we realise that the longest
list isn’t necessarily the strongest one as
some things are more important than
others, or that there are other factors
which we hadn’t been considering.
Another way of gaining perspective on
a situation is to keep a diary or a blog
detailing the incidents that have occured
when things have become really difficult.
Break the situation down into before,
during and after, looking at what you
felt, what you thought and what you
did. This should help you to be able
recognise what the likely outcome of
feeling a particular way will be, and so be
able to choose how to respond.
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Homework
Try at least one new technique from the
PACIFY list. Take the time to reflect on whether
it has made things better or worse than if you
hadn’t tried it.

Lord God, you gave us feelings which
enrich our lives. Help us when our
feelings are so strong that life becomes
difficult and your peace is hard to find.
Amen.

Notes
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